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University Cutbacks in Limbo
March 1981, the budgetary
Speaking to the task i je about the provincial government is directly you are learning a skill for a
by Steve Patten
expenditure on Colleges and such a progran, John Doherty ot the tying the types of courses offered, particular plant and your skills are
If the federal government follows Universities was $1,542 million. The Nation Union of Students had strong and the skills taught within those not necessarily portable to another
courses, directly to the needs of the region of the province or another
through with the proposed cuts of 1.5 Canadian Association of University warnings.
"One thing that we would like to industry in which the CEGEP is region of the country."
to 2 billion dollars in transfer Teachers (CAUT) predicts that
Consider, do.i by the fedt.al
payments to the provinces, university without increased provincial support avoid is what is developing in Quebec located.
"What makes it really difficult is if government has al*~ *■
in 1982-83 federal cuts will mean with the CEGEP system there, where
~ven to
officials are convinced post;*ui*l «f
secondary education will be hardest losses of between $57.4 million and
$318.7 million. Most likely close to
hit.
The ramifications of such massive $318.7 million.
cuts »r. staggering.
I CAUT is correct, it wouldtake a
James Ham, President of the
250/ c to 300% increase in Ontario
uiversity of Toronto worries ihe tuitions to compensate. However, in
stability and integrity of the Ontario if a University increase
university system will be tuition above the maximum allowed
underminded" if sudden cuts of such (in 1981-82 21%) the additional
magnitude are introduced. income will be subtracted from
"We will all hurt in one way or provincial government grants. Total
another unless the province fights provincial government grants are
back or bolsters us with its own only some $464.6 million.
financing" points out Brian Segal,
Dr. Neiie Taylor, President of
President of Ryerson Polytechnical
Wilfrid Laurier reported at a Senate
Institute.
The prospect of provincial meeting a week ago that the mood
governments stepping into the vast within the universities is "optimistic"
will
gapleft by such cuts is very doubtful. that the provincial government
"There is simply no way I can act "positively" with its portion of
envisage the provinces replacing the the funding, after late October
meetings with senior cabinet
funds" the amounts are simply too
large, was the reaction of officials. Obviously tuition
increases of 250% to 300% would
Saskatchewan's Education Minister create
such an outcry that forcing.or
Doug McArthur in a September 25
such increases would
allowing,
even
Toronto Star article.
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operating grants.
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Ottawa plans the cuts to level of grants per
Brock University
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"There is no question that the
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universities
that in government there is "very
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with
little optional spending room for of Progressive Conservative Youth
manoeuvring." If the government is
director
looking for savings without increased Federation post-secondary
Campbell in his testimony to
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taxes or cuts to the civil service
the task force.
programs will be cut.
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A UNIQUE SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Below is a sample income statement from one of our outlets run enuring the summer of 1981, by no
means does it represent the highest net profit nor does it represent the lowest. However we believe
it accurately measures what an individual can accomplish, if they implement our systems properly.
If this looks like it interests you, then you should.

YEAR END INCOME STATEMENT
Item

Amount

I

1. Revenue*

.XT

»«""»»

00878

3. Paint
4. gross profit
5. overhead (O/H)
Buying Equipment

at beginning of summer

„„. l
Selling Equipment
at end of summer
Supplies

Resale of Hard Supplies
• at end of summer

|

|

. .

($ 8,500.00)

$16,850.00
<

($

|

4,933.00)|

DATE:

JLW

T| ME

510
place
(250)

jsoo_

Vehicle Gas

_763_

Advertising

415

Tel./Answering Service

520

Insurance

475

6. NET OUTLET PROFIT

APPLY NOW TO BE A
COLLEGE PRO™ MANAGER

_350_

vehicießent

Misc.

—

I

SEE YOUR CAMPUS PLACEMENT CENTRE
FOR DETAILS OR
ON-CAMPUS PRESENTATION
OUR
ATTEND

Wed. Oct. 14, 1981

'

10:30 AM -6:30 PM
Theatre Auditorium
:

ALL POSITIONS FILLED BY DEC. 1, 1981
ACT NOW!
COLLEGE PRO™ PAINTERS LIMITED
2000 BATHURST ST, TORONTO, ONT MSP 3LI
(416) 787-0684

1400

$11,917.00

1

™ • trademark of college pro painters limited

y
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BACCHUS Begins

Responsible Drinking Boosted
by Steve

Bacchus Services will shortly be
underway for the use of WLU
students.
Within the regulations of the
Wilfrid Laurier Student Union is the
directive for the Commission of
University Affairs tojjrovide "social
Services". Presently the only area of
social services dealt with by the
Commission is legal aid.
The WLUSU Legal Services office
has been effectively providing legal
aid through the use of trained
volunteer staffunder thedirection of
the legal aid director.
Late last winter the idea of a
campus Alcohol Information
Centre was discussed by a group of
students and members of the
administration.
This fall, Dr.
Gonzalez from the University of
Florida spoke to the WLU residence

From The President
President Veit Responds to
'objectives' question
"Are you aware of the Student
Union's goals and objectives for this
year?"
If you immediate response is yes, I
would be very delighted, but at the
same time quite surprised, for this is
certainly not an easy question to
answer. However, in light of the fact
that this very question appeared in
last week's Cord I felt it was high
time that I passed along greetings
from the Student Union.
I trust thatyou are now very much
into the swing of things and at the
same time diligently at work upon
your studies. With Oktoberfest just
around the corner and mid-terms
quickly approaching it will be
important to keep your priorities
straight. No problems I'm sure.
I felt that perhaps the best way to
examine the Student Union's
objectives for this year would be to
take a look back in time to the initial
objectives as set out in the "Letters
Patent" in 1975,
One objective outlined was to
promote and co-ordinate student
participation in athletic, cultural
and social activities. Falling under
this objective would be such events
as Orientation, Homecoming and
Winter Carnival, as well as such
culturally enriching activities as
Oktoberfest, and Boar's Head
Dinner to name but a few.
The weekly movies, disc jockey
service and the entertainment
provided in the Turret are other
ways in which this objective is
carried out.
Another objective outlined is to
promote the welfareand interests of
the students of WLU in all matters
respecting their common interests.
In this respect I see the need to
ensure the financial stability of the
student union as one of the major

■

objectives for this year. Most of us
are very much aware of the fact that
the cost of suchitems as staff wages,
cleaning costs and heating have
increased enormously and will no
doubt continue to do so in the
future.
Add to this the mammoth expense
over the past couple of years of
the second floor of the
Student Union Building, specifically
Wilfs, and you can well appreciate
that the financial state of affairs of
the Student Union is of very great
concern to this year's Board of
Directors.
Other objectives of the Student's
Union are to act as representatives
of the students, both undergraduate
and graduate, and to promote and
maintain responsible student
government. As well, the Student
Union is to promote and maintain
communication between the student
body and the duly elected and
appointed authorities of WLU.
In respect to these above
objectives, I would like to extend at
this time an invitation to any
students ofWLU to feel free to come
on up to my office and talk to me if
you have a problem or would simply
like some information.
The Student Union officer is on
the third floor of the Student Union
Building, down the hall from the TV
lounge adjacent to the Games room.
I hope this has helped to clear up
some of the questions which may
have been present in you mind s and
if it hasn't, please feel free to come
up to my office.
I would be very pleased to meet
you, and will do my best to help you
in any way I can.

'

Patten

There has been a recent
suggestion that a breath detector
could be set up outside the Turret so
people can see just what .08 is and
how they register after a good pub.
Bacchus Services is an idea that
can work. Presently, WLUSU is
searching for a student to head up
this program.
Information and assistance for
implementing this program will be
provided to the chosen Director.
Interested students can receive
information from Steve Patten in the
WLUSU main office in the Student
Union Building.
Applications close Friday,
October 16 at 4:00 and the director
will be chosen on the following
Monday or Tuesday. The new
director's term will start with a trip
to a Bacchus conference October 22.
The Director of Bacchus will be
accompanied by Barry Calder,
Director of Student Services.

First Female Noticed Changes
by Sonya Ralph Bandy

Homecoming weekend brings
back memories of formals, walking
to class and studying in the library
for may alumni, but none would
have noticed the changes on campus
more than the first female graduate
of WLU.
Louise Bale, (nee Twietmeyer)
graduated in 1931 with a degree in
French and German. Mrs. Bale says
of that time, "Seven of us broke into
the sanctorum of men but I came in
as a junior and graduated first." In
those years, the campus was under
the auspices of Western University.
The former graduate says, "We
had only one building. We girls
could get our dinner in the dining
room for a quarter. The library
consisted of oneroom. There wasn't
IV.II Staff of the Cord- the tradition continues...LouiseBale infront on
much room for research but the
the far right.
education was quite good. It all
amuses me when I look through my was a great sense of achievement to
never held against me."
graduate unlike now when you see When asked what message she
old yearbook."
Bale is no stranger to college some students don't even go to would like to pass on to the present
After obtaining her graduation."
students of Laurier, she responded,
campuses.
Mrs Bale boarded on Albert "I do think that the fact that
undergraduate degree, she moved to
Michigan where she finished her Street in a private home which cost Waterloo College was started as a
graduate degree and married an her a dollar per day. Long gowns church school shouldn't be
American professor. It has only were worn by the faculty and the forgotten entirely. There was a deep
been in the last ten years, since Mr. students. Bale says, "It wasn't an faith evident and a hope for the
Bale retired, that she has been off affluent society and you didn't have future. I hope that will continue
to worry about the dresses you
here at Laurier."
campus.
When asked what were the most wore."
Mrs. Bale was also a writer for the
b .le notes that the men were not Cord. Barry Lyon, Director of
noticeable changes she li as seen in
students since the t- iruev and dis; .rbed by having a woman in
Alumni and Public Relations,
She says, "They reported, "Mrs. Bale had a great
fortie. Bale replied, "Students in »■-•".r midst.
that day were very much aware that excepted me immediately. There time this (Homecoming) weekend
a university education was a were a few that weren't too pleased.
and she was pleased with all the
privilege, not a right like itis now. It But, the fact that I was a woman was attention she got."

Sincerely,
Joe Veil

SAM Board Spins Discs
while occasionally contributing to
W.L.U.S.U. Realistically, budgeting
for the programme is a tight process,
Once functioning as a "spin-off* as rates for activities remain
feature of the defunct Radio reasonable; for example, floor
Laurier, the Student Administered parties run at $20 per night (Craig
Music (S.A.M.) Board now contends this price is a steal when
performs as a separate entity within compared to outside sources) and an
the university. Essentially it is a annual $300 loss in orientation
mobile disc jockey service that caters contributions every fall.
to the needs of the Turretand parties
Although the Turret is equipped
both off and on the campus.
with a permanent and relatively new
In charge of the S.A.M. Board for sound system, the disc jockey service
the second consecutive year is Craig to floor parties has only one mobile
Treleaven. He describes his service unit. Therefore, one could expect the
as "a division of W.L.U.S.U. in the availability of prime timeto be slim
organizational sense." This and it is. A shortage of staffis being
comment came after discussing the experienced currently. Last year,
relationship betAveen S.A.M. Board Craig found operations to be
and W.L.U.S.U. in terms of funding running smoothly with nine disc
not surprisingly, there is none.
jockeys under his direction.
Financially speaking, the situation Presently, there are a total of seven,
appears to be better than struggling, and with bookings piling up, the
although Craig maintains that he chances of more being hired are
operates on a "break-even basis"
good. Craig says that the music

by Carl Clutchey

-

—

dons and a group of students from
campus small clubs.
His speeches stirred up the
enthusiasm for the introduction of a
Campus Alcohol Information
Centre at Laurier. The past Sunday
evening the WLUSU Board oi
Directors gave the Commission of
Universisty Affairs the go-ahead to
implement such a program.
This program will be under the
name of Bacchus Services. Bacchus
stands for Boost Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students.
Bacchus will provide similarservices
as legal aid, under a director and
volunter staff.
Such services would be printed
information on alcohol, tips on
planning a party which might deter
excessive or dangerous drinking,
alcohol discussion sessions in
residence and perhaps a bartending
service for small clubs.

churned out of the Turret, Wilfs,
and floor parties is not manifested
by people with genius-like qualities.
Actually, the position of a disc
jockey requires a person of
imaginative and group-oriented
qualities. Application is open to
anyone, but a level of scrutiny is
necessary.
Disc jockeys working in S.A.M.
Board have the opportunity to
entertain floor parties initially, while
the experienced see action at the
Turret. The audience is deemed to be
a conservative one at W.L.U., and I
suppose this can be atributed to an
influence from the business school.I
view the musical impact on Laurier
as a difficult one to deliver, because I
think there exists more than a
substantial minority that isn't
satisfied with a conservative blend.
In any case, the task is challenging,
and those interested should contact
Craig Treleaven at 884-1360.

Shades of Breaking Away

TowniesRebel
WOLFVILLE

(CUP)

-

Iwo

students from Acadia University
were assaulted on campus by a,.»;
of non-university .youth.
The incident occurred Saturday.
September 12. Two male student
and one female student were walking
across campus when they were
assaulted by seven or eight people
from the town. The two men were
seriously injured and required
hospitalization, but the woman was
not harmed.
The incident is believed to be a
manifestation of the tensions felt
university students and the
outh *■
lie.
«'
Th
administration is
.oout the incident,
-ry i.
and are looking into measures to
prevent similar occurrences in the
future.
Dr. Perkins, acting president ofthe
university, said the town police were

-

investigating the incident and
expected to lay charges in the near
future
xtra commissionaires were
duty the week following the
pui
.ncident to help patrol the campus,
and the town police have increased
their surveillance as well.

•

According to Bruce Cohoon, the
assistant director of information
services, "the university is in the
process of seriously reviewing our
security plans and operations."
Perkins wants students to take
precautions to avoid further
violence. He suggested that female
students should keep to lighted
pathways and not walk alone, and
that the presence of non-students at
student events should be reported.
From now on, campus commissionaires will be asking students
to present university IDs on campus.

4
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the possibility of a 'beefed-up' federal
role in research, at the expense of the
considerable cuts to present EPF
funds. This plan is one in which
universities would apply for grants
for individualprograms. Sometimes
called the 'voucher system.
Professor D. Foster of the
University of Guelph warned that
'you might have some very expensive
equipment funded under increased
research funding, you might have this
and you might have that, but you
may not have you offices cleaned,
you may not have your equipment
maintained, you may not have your
trust funds properly audited and
accounted for because the basic
infrastructure of the university, in
terms of its staff functions, simply
Cannot be maintained if those (EPF
block grants) funds were significantly
cut."
Ronald Watts the Chairman of the
Council of Ontario Universities has
also expressed that with two
categories of universities, research
and non-research, the lack of funds
for non-research universities would
"debilitate the effectiveness of
universities as universities."
Much of the impetus for systems
such as the research grant voucher
system is the lack of "political credit"
the federal government receives for
their funding.
Some 76% of government funding
for universities is federal money and
few people realize this fact. If
universities had to go the federal

PROFESSIONAL EDGE...

...Improve your employment prospects with an

RIA designation
The RIA Management Accountant designation, with your
degree or diploma, is one of the most powerful combinations
you can offer ah employer.
In fact, your employment prospects improve even as an RIA
student because prospective employers recognize your
commitment to obtaining the professional skills needed by
the organization.
The RIA Management Accountant has both the academic
training and practical experience essential to earn a position
on the modern management decision-making team.
You may qualify for exemptions from many RIA Program
courses where you have already received credits for
equivalent courses through your present academic program.
For complete details on the RIA Management
Accountant professional designation, consult
your academic advisor or.contact the nearest
office of the Society of Management

Accountants of Ontario.
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The Society of Management Accountants 609-410
Laurier
MPOBoxI76
3C3
Hamilton
Tel.: (416) 525-4100

government

rnnroOntario.
J I—. .

20 Victoria St., Ste. 910
Toronto MSC 2NB
Tel: (416) 363-819J
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Ottawa KIR 7T3
Tel: (613) 283-8405

for their operating

grants the public would know who
holds the bank book.
Some suggestions from thefederal
government have centered around
forcing the students to also come to
the federal government for their
tuition. This plan would call for cut
backs in EPF without reallocating
the funds.
These funds wouldthen be used for
increased federal student aid.
Ontario Universities would have an
immediate problem as any tuition
increases beyond 21% wjll be
deducted from provincial grants for

operating funds.
The result, therefore would be
students receiving federal assistance
to increase access to universities
unable to supply many required

services.
The task force has pointed out that

the two separate and different policy
fields of Health (and Welfare) and,
post-secondary education should be
separated" into two fiscal statutes. In
this way funding could be "clearly
and visibly allocated to each of the
program areas."
Also specified by thetask force was
that " Although the post-secondary
sector must serve broad Canadian
purposes, the federal government's
influence in this respect can onlybe
indirect and complimentary to the
responsibilities of the provinces.'
Provincial and institutional
autonomy are necessary components of post secondary education.
Generally, the task force
recommends that post-secondary
funding remain primarily the same.

If there are to be any changes to
post-secondary funding many
University faculty and student
organizations have called for "a
public inquiry or royal commission
on the role, objectives and
financing of post-secondary
education in Canada" before any
changes are implemented. Such an
investigation would allow for an
extensive investigation into the
purposes behind post-secondary
funding as well as the funding
method itself.
Presently the Commission of
University Affairs of WLUSU is
attempting to take part in a lobbying
campaign in which students and
administrators from across the
country are attempting to stop
federal post-secondary education
cuts.

Darin Victor, Assistant External
Commissioner, is preparing letters
for a number of Ontario government
members stating the case for
increased provincial funding of
universities.
Steve Patten, Commissioner of
University Affairs, is active in a
similar campaign to halt cuts in EPF

funding.

Both the National Union of
Students and the Ontario federation
of Students are planning massive
lobbying days during October.
Suggestions of how Wilfrid Laurier
Students can assist in bringing the
important issue of University
funding to the limelight are being
discussed.
Keep your eyes open for
information on proposed plans
when you return from your
Thanksgiving Weekend.

Nipissing
University
College

WANT TO PUT YOUR DEGREE TO WORK?
XEROX CANADA DOES.
If you're a graduating woman or man determined to put your education,
energy and ambition to thebest possible use, then you and Xerox have a
mutual interest to discuss...your career.
We're coming to campus to hold a Pre-Employment Screening Session
to talk with you about Sales / Marketing career opportunities with Xerox
Canada Inc. Later on, we'll return for individual interviews with those
students who attended the Briefing Session and who want to talk in
more detail about whether or not their future might be with us so plan
now to attend!

—

October 12th is the deadline for receipt of UCPA and/or Personal
Resumes from interested students by your Placement Office.
The primary focus of this Pre-Employment encounter is to give you the
opportunity to answer the question
"Why Go into Sales?"

—

talk careers

Xerox Canada Inc.

XEROX

XEROX is a registered trademark of XEROX CORPORATION
used by XEROX CANADA INC as a registered user

When you have completed your undergraduate degree,
the Faculty of Education of Nipissing University College
offers you a orie-year program leading to a Bachelor
of Education degree and an Ontario Teacher's Certificate. Through this program you
select a double concentration
in either the primary-junior grades f
j\^
c jL_f
or the junior-intermediate grades. A" fc=yi
■§r\

■—

Our beautiful 720 acre campus
is a natural outdoor recreation

l*j|^Mi—i<B»JJLri

HP ■" " * ISBSjSBU

with nature trails, a small V~~
lake, ski trails aiid townhouse
residences. Spend your next year at
Nipissing University College. You'll
enjoy learning and living in Northern Ontario.

centre

i Bachelor

of Education

Kor more information fill out
this coupon and mail it to:
I The Registrar's Office
Nipissing University College
P.O. Box 5002
I Gormanville Road
j North Bay, Ontario, PIB BL7
(705) 474.1450

Bachelor

i

.
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I
i

J NAME
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Education

Optional Courses

I

Education of Native
I
Canadians
I
French as a
Second Language
Music
I
I
Special Education
I
Religious Education
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ADDRESS
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VIEWPOINT
All Warm
by Dan Little
Look around you right now.
Where are you sitting-the Torque
room, the Concourse, the
classroom? Who are the people
around you, or do you even care?
Have you ever felt alone here at
Laurier even though we are a small
close place? If you say yes to the last
question you aren't alone.
Every day as we walk the
sidewalks and hails of our
University, we see people whose
faces never register in our memories.
We pass them by as they pass by us.
Two lives pass close but don't
leave traces of the meeting behind.

Question of the Week
What kind

FuzziesNeed Love!
It's a sad fact that all around you
right now are people that feel
without other human contact.
Can you recognize them, single
them out of a crowd? If we all could
it would be a simple matter to sit
down beside that person and offer a
kind word. Something as painless as
that is often all that is needed to cure
the loneliness that grips so many of
the people we live and learn with.
You may have noticed during the
first couple of weeks of September
that Counselling Services was giving
our little fuzzy creatures, or warm
fuzzies, as they are called. The point

of questions would you like to see in Question of
the Week?

Meri-Ellen McGoey and Rodger Tschanz

being that people need a little bit of
sincere affection now and again to
keep them emotionally healthy.
Therefore we should givee freely
of these warm fuzzies whenever we
see someone who looks like they
need some kindness.
I've tried the theory out for the
last couple of weeks, and I can
honestly say it works. The result is
you've made someone happy and
you feel great yourself—no one loses.
So do it today, hug a friend, smile
at a stranger in the hall, reach out
and touch another life.
It's good for both of you.

Lang On

Cutbacks
iiiiihiuta Kelly

On September 30th, the Laurier

Liberal Association sponsereda talk
by Dr. Peter Lang, the member of
parliament for Kitchener.
Dr. Lang spoke briefly on a series
of topics, ranging from the
constitution to the future role of the
federal government in the funding of
post-secondary
education.
Following the speech, Dr. Lang
fielded questions from the audience,
clarifying the governments positions
on many vital issues facing students
today.
When pressed on the issue of
potential federal cutbacks to
universities, Dr. Lang stated that we
were "preaching to the converted",
and that he would do everything in
his power to ensure such cuts would

"I'd like to see stupid questions such
as this one every now and then, but
there should be some questions
about current issues."

Tim Doherty, General Arts.

"The questions are usually pretty

good. I'd like to see more questions

directed toward student-elected
boards so thatstudents will be aware
of the services available to them
when they need help."
Lynda Carter, 3rd year, Hons.
Business.

'...good question! I'd like to see
more information about student
activities and more about the "inner
workings of WLUSU".
Jim Oosterbaan, 3rd year, Hons.
Business.

not occur.

Where Have The Nurses
Gone?
by Debbie Stalker
1 his headline stood out in an ad
sponsored by Ontario Nurses

nation at bay, caused business to
declare bankruptcy and they are
rewarded by pay increases. Nurses
Association (ONA). It is a question with 2-4 years of post secondary
well worth answering. Part of the training, work, for less pay, in a job
answer lies in the fact that Ontario that is more physically, mentally and
Nurses have been without a contract emotionally draining, and, to better
for almost a year, and have no their lot, are forced to picket, but
recourse out to submit to binding only on their days off.
arbitration.
Health care professionals (yes,
A starting nurse in Ontario, they are professionals) have
always
according to ONA, makes $17,400, been paid less than their skills
while in B.C. they make $22,032.
demand, but when some of the
The nurses feel frustrated about
cleaning staff earn more than the
earning less than other nurses in nurses do, the anger and frustration
Canada and the United States and of the nursees becomes
evident. Our
many are tempted to, and have been
nurses are leaving while Ontario
tempted to, leave for greener Health .Minister Dennis Timbrill
pastures.
Can you blame them? tries to cut back.
In examining the exhausting
As ONA points out, since 1972,
physical work done by nurses, and
the responsibilities they have for health spending has dropped 1%
lives, narcotics and equipment, one while inflation has increased to
While slashing
can easily see how discouraged you double digits.
may find
Dennis
Timbrill
spending,
could get, finding yourself earning
less than a postal worker. The job of himself without nurses to staff his
a postie requires no post secondary hospital. The ad placed by ONA
schooling, no special life saving ends with a simple question. "Will
skills nor does it shoulder its the nurses come back?"
workers with awesome responsibilWith the way Ontario treats its
ities for the lives and limbs of others. nurses, Ontarians may find
The posties have gone on strike themselves asking, "why are they
on more than one occasion, held a staying?"

A gift of a glass Laurier mug was
presented on behalf of the students.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!
The Cord will not
be published on

Thursday, October 15, 1981

"...good question. You should set
up a ballot box in the Concourse so
people can submit questions. You'd
get a lot of jokes but you'd probably
get a few serious suggestions. I'm
glad you've discovered thatthere is a
music faculty on campus."
Mike Lenz, 2nd year, Hons Music.

We are taking a vacation.
Many thanks to:
Dianne, Colin, Joanne,
Kavita, Paul, and Wes

for your help

with

production.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111l

Letters

Dear Rodger,
Now that all of us first year
students are happily installed at
WLU we have had a chance to look
back on our Orientation Week with
fond recollections.
Orientation Week has been toted
as a success by everyone and lots of
people have profusely thanked lots
of others for their efforts. So,
somewhat belatedly, but no less
student. In order for the bursary to heartily, we first years would like to
get off the ground, the organizers thank everyone who did so much to
need your support. Donations are make us feel welcome.
being accepted presently. WLUSU
Thanks for a memorable week.i
is considering support for the Our special thanks to our dons and
bursary, which will be added to the all the Icebreakers who tried so hard
two bursaries listed in the calender. to integrate everyone.
For more information contact
Let's hope we can do as well next
Paul Cleary of John Epstein at 888- year for the new comers to WLU.
-6056 or Pete Montopoli at 888-6417.
-by Gail Misra

"I'd like to see questions regarding
current issues such as policy changes
on campus. You could also ask
questions about course selections
and why people chose the courses
they did. Questions of this nature
will aid the faculty in becoming
more aware of students' interests
and needs."
Paula Orso and Mark Wendland, 3rd
year, Hon. Business.

Bursary Planned
A bursary has been started in the
name of Jeff Lasovich, a fellow
WLU student who passed away
during the summer. Jeff was a
Honours Business student who
completed his second year. He
played on the soccer team and was
from Welland.
Hopefully, the bursary will be
awarded to a deserving WLU

And Me...we are

always eager for the Cord last year This is wur
paperi so why not become invoj ved
and share a few of youre ideas If
you have any suggest Jons, please
drop them off in my mai box at the
questions such as "Would you do 'it' Cord
Office
again? Why?" which appeared in
suggestions of new questions to ask
the student body. I'd like to see a
variety of questions on topics
ranging from politics to comic, joke

L \_

,

/
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Classified Unclassified
Being Gay is Okay-Were Human
Too. Fro Information on local
events, or councilling call 884-4569
(Gay Liberation of Waterloo).

Classified Unclassified

Student Stereo is here! After two
very success ful y ears at Western,
we 've cxPanded to three other
universities in Ontario.
For
discount prices on Alpine, Akai,

Cerwin, Vega, JVC, Yamaha and
much more, call Shawn, you campus
representative before you buy. He'll
beat any pnce-we guarantee it!
Home—BB6-7019.

V\jM

want to hear!
Every Wednesday is
Huggy's Variety Show

Classified Unclassified

Contests & Much More!!

HURON COUNTY
BURSARY

APPLICATIONS WILL BE
RECEIVED FOR THE HURON
COUNTY BURSARY. ONLY
RESIDENTS OF HURON
COUNTY ARE ELIGIBLE.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
IS TOMORROW, FRIDAY OCT.
9/81.

NICjIH I

11

limm

M

cowr fcr tJniwrsrry Students
ID.

wlu p.c club
PRESENTS:

11

j

—P.C. finance critic
—former Minister of State for
International Trade

§THURSDA V,

OCTOBER 15,

9:30 a.m.
COFFEE AND DONUTS
SERVED

BACCHUS
IMH
Services
STS
&

R

§PAUL MARTIN CENTRtijI

APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED
FROM THE STUDENT AWARDS
OFFICE, GROUND FLOOR, STUDENT I
SERVICES CENTRE.

*"oN

U

on Saturday oruy with

MICHAEL WILSON
II
II

MM
Iffi

Wanted:

Student to serve as
Director of BACCHUS Services. The director
of BACCHUS Services will be responsible for
the operation of providing information, services
and programs to promote responsible drinking decisions by students. Information and
assistance for implementing this program will
be provided from student
services and
BACCHUS conferences attended by the Director.
For information or to apply:

Steve Patten, Commissioner of University Affairs, WLUSU,
(Second floor Student Union Building, past the games room).
Applications close Fri. Oct. 16th

1981§
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ENTERTAINMENT
The Head: Popular As Ever
by Rui Malhinha

largely upon the success of the gigs
planned in New York City next

Teenage Head, Toronto's most month. If the negative occurs, then
popular bar band treated the Turret the band will have to continue
Crowd last Thursday night to over depending upon their local
90 minutes of clean, undistorted popularity which most likely will die
bopmusic.
out in the future.
Lead singer, Frankie Venom,
danced and twisted about on stage
Venom seemingly does not care
all night as if he were a man one way or the other. "I'm not really
possessed. Guitarist Gordie Lewis, worried about it; right now, we're
now fully recovered after an auto making money and having a great
accident less than a yearago, led the time and there is no way the band
will purposely gp commercial; we
rest of the band through a noncomplex but extremely energetic set. will not commit ourselves to any
The audience loved every minute long range game plans."
of the show as the dance floor was
In the immediate future Teenage
jam packed from the announcement Head is remixing its first album with
of the second song, "Let's Shake" the hope that a better sound quality
until the band walked off the stage will sell more albums. It is to be
after their encore. The Head seemed rereleased a short period of time
to be having an equally good time as after their upcoming third release.
they whooped it up in the dressing The band is heading down to
room before and after each set. Florida during the Christmas
(They also consumed almost as holidays to do a series of concerts for
much booze as the crowd!)
us Canadian tourists as wellas their
The band promoted most of their New York engagements.
Meanwhile, The Head will
soon to be released as yet untitled
third album which sounds to be a continue serving as a "party" band
replica of their previous release and delivering solid performances in
"Frantic City". As in "Frantic", the sold-out pubs across Southern
Ontario.,
new tunes are largely rockabilly
influenced. They played all their
more popular oldies including an
exciting version of "Disgusteen"
and ran through covers of "Brand ■
New Cadillac" and "Something The Rovers
Else" with abundant energy.
Teenage Head started out about
four years ago in the prime of the
punk era. Their sound back thenwas by Donalda Kelly
very original but at the same time
The Rovers (formerly The Irish
very raw. Thefirstalbum was poorfy
once again brought their
Rovers),
mixed and although pleasing in
concert, the band never really got off unique brand of Irish witand music
the ground until the release of to Kitchener-Waterloo at the Centre
"FranticCity". All of a sudden their in the Square Sunday night. Led by
music was being played everywhere Will Millar, the group performed
and people flocked to see themat the oldand new favourites such as "The
local bars. However, the excitement Unicorn" and their must recent hit
over the band has levelled off "Wasn't That A Party". Other
because they exploited the Southern songs included "Roly-Poly Ladies"
Ontario market so thoroughly. At ("Little Miss Piggy sets my heart in a
the present, the U.S. market is whirl"), "Here's to the Horses that
untouched as they are unable to find Pull the Budweiser," and "No More
a record company who will release Bread and Butter," a song about
any of their albums down south. lead singer r Jimmy Ferguson's
Any potential releases will depend attempts at dieting.

A Touch of Irish

An evening of invigorating
classical music in the form of
Mahler's 3rd Symphony emanated
from the stage of the Centre in the
Square last Friday and Saturday
evening.
Alexis Hauser from the London
(Ontario) Symphony, who
conducted the Vienna Symphony
Orchestra for a period of time in the
19605, was the guest conductor for
the evening and cut an interesting
figure in his knee length coat (shades
of Franz Liszt) and haughty almost
pompous stage entrance and exits.
His conducting, however, was like
that of a master and all without the
aid °of a score. And not some cute
circular waves of the baton like we
do when we imitate a conductor, but
rather the precise signification of the
exact tempo and entry of every part
of the symphony from the delicate
pianissimo passages of the flutes to
the massive response by the yiolas
and cellos.
I cannot comment extensively or
authoratatively on the symphony
itself as I was not familiar with it
before the concert, and by the end it
definitely was not familiar enough to
enable me to run one or two

An Elephant
Pajamas
by Mike Strathdee

"Went to Africa, shot an elephant
in my pajamas. How he got in my
pajamas, I'll never know."
Julius Marx probably would not
have liked John Bay's one man
tribute to Groucho performance at
U of W's Theatre of Arts Building
last Saturday evening.
Bay is too tall to physically
party.
Judging by the two standing resemble Groucho, his assumed
ovations at the end of the evening, accent occasionally slips and he
the party was great success. The sings worse than the madcap Marx
Rovers were ■';worth the money. leader ever did, (if that is humanly
possible). As Groucho quipped
following musical nuhciber, "I once
had my voice insured for
$150,000.00. Stick around and I'll
tell you what I did with the money."
melodies and themes through my was sung by mezzo-soprano Janice
For last Saturday evening's
mind. The problem with many Taylor. The fifth movement •audience, Elephant In My Pajamas,
romantic composers (Mahler, contained two folk songs that were was somewhere between satisfying
Bruckner, Berloiz although not sung by a Women's and Boy's and splendid.
Bay, accompanied only by pianist
Tchaikovsky) is their inability to Chorus.
Mahler's 3rd symphony is a David Rose, brought the acidcome up with good tight melodic
themes that us non-musical types difficult piece ofmusic to "get irito" tongued Grojch,>to life for two
can grasp and treasure. Between the and although many may- not have hours in a series of classic vignettes
mighty and masterfully executed succeeded, myself included, it was and musical selections from various
crescendos, punctuated by a heavily good to see so many people making Marx Brothers Films. In addition,
employed percussion section (kettle the plunge. Of course, there are Bay provided an interesting glimpse
drum, tampani snare drum, cymbals probably many people who know at the lives of all five Mar-x brothers,
and bells), there were long, and hold dear, Mahler's 3rd along with stories about the
meandering and tedious sections symphony, as much as I hold dear development of the Marx Act. Bay
played by various parts of the Tchaikovsky's 6th symphony, Grouch > recounted how Minnie
orchestra that I simply could not Beethoven's 9th, or Mozart's 41st. It Marx got her sons into vaudeville as
appreciate. However, this is was not an evening of light classical a musical act. The musical act was
inevitably my failing, not the music or transcribed popular music, doomed (fortunately,) because the
symphony's or the orchestra's. Boston Pops style, with a lot of brothers didn't take it seriously!
Nevertheless, I still maintain that a cheap theatrics that attract people Chico preferred chasing women to
At one
dazzling virtuous performance of a who want their music as slow and practising the piano.
finely executed musical composition spineless as Tony Bennett and his practice, Adolph (later Harpo)
is no substitute for a "good tune". retinue* of Las Vegas cocktail Marx greeted the garbageman with
And of course, the same goes for crooners. And who then at the same the line, "Sorry, we don't need any."
time consider themselves cultured The reminiscences of the man with
popular music.
and the possessors of "good taste". I the sardonic smile and the
The much shorter forth hope that the remainder of the greasypaint moustache are as
movement (the first movement symphony season will contain important to the show as are the
comprised the first half of the programs as challenging as Mahler's subsequent sketches from the
a poem by 3rd symphony and I hope K-W will movies.
concert)
Friedrich Nietzsche (who can never respond with some exuberance they
The production often resorted to
have said enough despite the did Friday night. To the membersof silliness and bad jokes, with lines
admonitions of those who would Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony which remain as dreadful today as
rather have seen Nietzsche's pen put Orchestra:
best wishes for a when Groucho first delivered them
in his desk too). This lovely poem successful concert season.
forty years ago. Bay's timing was

A Musical Experience
by Joachim Brouwer

In between songs, The Rovers
treated the audience to Irish jokes
(usually about Murphy,) and talked
about their new album.
The two hour concert was enjoyed
by all, and the Theatre was filled to
capacity.
The entire audience
clapped in timethrough many of the
songs and was given parts to sing in
some of the songs as well. A high
level of audience participation is a
trademark of The Rovers, and they
set out to make the evening into a

in

impeccable

My

He
in this respect.
would deliver a particularly lame
joke, silencing the audience, then
deliver an appropriate kicker which
left everyone roaring with laughter.
Among the musical numbers
performed were such offbeat
offerings as "Hello, I Must be
Going," (Overture) "Hail
The
Fredoiiica," "Lydia,
Tattooed Lady," and the
broadminded "I'm Against It."
The majority of those in
attendance were familiar with many
of the routines presented.. This did
not detract at all from the quality of
the fare. Neither did the fact that
Groucho punchlines could be
anticipated from some distance.
There were surprises. At one
point in the evening, Groucho
walked up to the edge of the stage
andproducedadeckofcards: "Pick
a -card, any card," he demanded.
When a lady complied, Groucho
turned his 'back and walked away,
leaving:the audience puzzled for a
split second. Then he turned his
head and added, "No, that's Okay,
you can keep it. I have 51 more.
Come to my dressing room later and
you can have the Whole deck."
Groucho ,vas never at a loss for a
double entendre, and Bay made this
quite clear.
The showclosed with a reworking
o
of "Send in the Clowns", with
Groucho sittingon a darkened stage
rega "ding-one spotlight fixed upon
him. T'was a fitting finale. Send in
as many clowns of the calibre as
there are to be found. John Bay's
Grouch v.vas first rate, recommended
for all who like to laugh.
Elephant in my Pajamas was
a one night performance, you may
never have the chance to see Bay pay
homage to Groucho. However,
watching for late night showings of
old Marx brothers films could
provide both a view of the real
Groucho at his zany best and a
highly entertaining diversion some
cold winter night.
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Pitt Stop
by Diane

Let's

to be...

Encourage Our Musicians

would prove to be rather
costly. In order to avoid
paying superfluous prices, we
must resort to our student
body.
You know, I
continually wonder why, with
all the talented people that
exist here at WLU, we don't
expose them more. Hiring a
guitarist or a singer from the
music department would not
only benefit them it would
also be a definite asset to
Wilfs and simultaneously
generate some excitement for

/

8

Pitts-Entertainment Editor

Wilfs is a pub that, to me,
contains little character of its
own. During noon-hours it is
congested with students
rushing in, grabbing soup and
a sandwich, downing a cold
beer and rushing off to their
next class. In the evenings, it
seems merely a place to get
alchol at a relatively
inexpensive price. The music
that is piped in, is there with
good intentions but frankly, I
find it also rather boring.
My solution to this
problem is to have some type
of live entertainment in
Wilfs. I realize that hiring a
folk-singer or some such sort

I
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V

the pub-goers.
I realize that. Wilfs is not
supposed to be an alternative
to the Turret and its quietness
should be retained. However,
I feel that a live musician ie.

Oct. 8

folk-singer, while perhaps
creating a bit of extra
loudness, would also produce
Mary Haney (Jane), Richard Monette (Harry Thunder)
I've seen
more intimacy.
various campus pubs in which
a folk-singer was able to
was as ludicrous as the decadence
involve everyone in singsong
by Diane Pitts
and unmannerliness of John Dory
and frequently even picked Wild Oats is an excellent play that (George Buza.)
people to accompany him in involves a young man's need to sow
sone "goldie oldies". his "wild oats," cases of mistaken
Perhaps many of you will identity and the comic consequences
be disgruntled with this idea that ensue.
Wild Oats was written by John
and feel that I an attempting
.O'Keeffe
the eighteenth century.
to destroy the very meaning O'Keeffe inseems
to have had an
of Wilfs. In actuality what I obvious admiration for the
am try ing to destroy is some notorious Shakespeare.
The
of the boredom and enable frequent mention of his name and
Wilfs to establish a definite his plays throughout the production
evidence of this. Furthermore,
character. It seems to me that are
the plot itself, reminds one much of
the attendance at Wilfs Shakespeare 's Twelfth Night.
during the week is often at a
The humor of the play was
minimum and perfaps just the definitely enhanced by one
thought of a live entertainer particular character named
Smooth (Nicholas
(especially one from WLU) Ephraim
Pennell.) He was a stiff-shouldered,
would be enough to entice witchy-looking lecher whose mere
one and allow them to appearance on the stage made one
luxuriate in the efforts of chuckle. His hopelessness as a

A Crowd Pleaser

another.

VI

***

Vote
THAT To ME.

person was emphasized when even
the "slut" of the play blatantly
refused his advances. Generally
speaking, all the characters were
splendid in theirroles. They were all
so natural that often I felt like I was
watching television. Each character
was very developed and all
possessed a humorous trait of some
sort. The righteousness and purity
of Lady Amaranth (Fiona Reid,)

Music at Noon Concert, featuring
Douglas Pullen—saxophone with
Leslie DeAth—piano and Lynda
Newfield—soprano. Admission is
free.
Oct. 9
The all-time hit musical comedy
You're a GoodMan CharlieBrown at
U of W Arts Centre. Tickets $9.50
(students, seniors and children
$9.00).

Oct. 12
Live at the National Arts Centre,
the legendary Anna Pavlova, one of
the greatest ballerinas ofall time, is
celebrated in a magnificent evening
of dance to commerorated the
centennial ofher birth. Show begins
at 8:30 p.m.
Oct. 13
The movie Stripes is playing in
room IEI at 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.
WLU students $2.00, others $2.50.

Oct. 20
Reid (Lady Amaranth)
The WLU Archaeology Club is
Perhaps the luxuriousness of the
Avon Theatre in Stratford inhibited holding its second annual pub crawl.
the audience from showing their The fun begins at Wilfs at 5:30 p.m.
appreciation to any large degree in So make sure you're there.
the beginning. However, after
intermission, the audience seemed to
come to their senses a bit and the Oct. 26
applause became more frequent. I
still wonder, though, if the talent
SOCAN, in conjunction with the
and professionalism that they had World University Service of
just witnessed was trulyappreciated. Canada, will be
hosting a
Wild Oats was first presented in
CARAVAN
on
October 26th, 27th,
1791 and is considered to be one of
and
28th.
Drop by and see the
John oO'Keefe's most popular
plays. In all, O'Keefe wrote more display in the room across from
than 70 works for the stage.
Dean Nichol's office.

P iona

ANNUAL OKTOBERFEST OPERETTA
P
sets and

clstumes

Featuring an all star cast

HERRT
WIDOW

KITCHENER

Wiffi the Oom-Pa-Pa Express

WATERLOO
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
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Company of 122

Franz Lehars
most popular

ry Operetta of all time
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ROMANCE
COMEDY

COLOUR

Tuesday & Wednesday October 13, 14
Friday, Saturday, Sunday October 16, 17, 18
8:00 p.m. $10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $17.50, $25.00

The Way We Were
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POETICS

I Am Myself
by K. Michael Buckley

La Communion
I want to be myself
I don't want to wear a mask
that covers up who I am.
But being myselfcan sometimes be a
task.
I know who I am when I am alone.
I know who I am when I am with
others.
But others have not seen who I really

am
because many times I wear my
covers.
They talk and I talk;
they laugh and I laugh.
What they do, I do too.
But what I really do is leave a false

photograph.

How do they know tha I want to

talk;
how do they know that I want to
laugh.
They think they know me,
But all they know is what is in the
photograph.
You know I have many covers;
for every situation I have a
different face.
' Now I will make-up myself today,
How I will make-up myself today,
will depend on my new destination
or place.

But today I think I will be myself.
I am tired of fooling others.
I want them to know who I am:
Today I am not going to wear my

covers.
Today there won't be any make-up
for me to wear on my face.
God accepts me for who I am;
I don't need to lock myself,
anymore, in a case.
I will talk when I want to talk;
I will laugh when I want to laugh.
I am going to be myself
I am going to let you see my whole
rather than my half.
Today, I amy myself.
I am not going to wear my mask.
But I have God to make
Being myself a lesser task.

Poemorabilla
I

dreamed

once

I'd

a

poet

be

Express myself poetically

So all could hear and all could see
The beauty of the world

But all I showed were just the flaws
Of politicians, junk, and laws
Brought to sight by gifted claws
A horror I unfurled

The people spurned my poetry
My lover even hated me
I knew a poet could not be
Who'd do as I had done

And so I burned my poetry
My lover then returned to me
I danced with joy for I was free
But lived without a sun

-Cliff Goodman
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Sound Affects
Def Leppard—High

and Dry

by Richard Bandy

-

Well folks be prepared to trun
this one up at least twice while <>
you're listening. This album is
nothing short of 43 minutes of wide
open high enery rock.
"On through the night"
"Can't stop me anyhow"
Stop them, who'd want to???
Besides it would take a squad of
RCMP's and your Aunt Martha in a
small tank just to slow them down.
Def Leppard starts this one off in
high and never gears down.
The Band consists offive guys with a
pretty basic set-up. That is, two
leads, (Peter Willis, Steve Clark),
one bass (Joe Elliot), one drums
one bass (Rick Savage), one. drums
(Rick Allen) and one lead vocals(joe
Elliot), although they all contribute
vocally. What isn't basic at all is
their delivery, which is beautifully
tight. Never having heard them live,
I can only say my expectation is
they'd bea great bar band.
There really isn't a letdown track on
the album but favourites include
"Let it go" and "Another Hit and
Run" which start off side one. As
well, on the fip side "On through the
night" is a lively number that will
keep you awake on those late night
drives back from concerts.
Look out for this one; its on the
Mercury label and distributed by
Polygram. Recorded at Battery
Studios, London.

Lounge Lizards
byD.S.

Hiller

(apparently the Lizards don't know
how to sing yet) vaguely (I would
guess) influenced by Frank Zappa's
work. But where Zappa (coming
Nov. 6 to the Gardens) occasionally
hits the mark, theLizards are at best,
torturous. When I first saw the
name, "The Lounge Lizards", I
expected possible brilliance or at
least lowbrow hilarity. But these
guys sound if they've just come out
of some weird Hunter S. Thompson
nightmare. Now for an example of
the type of brilliance these guys
might have reached, check out
Blodwyn Pig's first album, (with the
legendary pig's head in headphones
and sunglasses on the cover) or
Zappa's Hot Rats. Both albums
(over ten years old) are still
available in record stores and the
music holds up rather well. As for
the Lounge Lizards, unless you need
music for an axe-murder scene in a
movie, feed this one to' the
shredder...

-

999

Concrete

I'm still amazed an album can be
this bad. It is terrible, track after by Richard Turtle
track (if anything, it's at least
The most recent album by the
consistant). The album is one of British band 999 called Concrete
horn dominating instrumentals, isn't the hard-core punk rock I was

expecting. It is still punk rock, but in
a much tamer form. "Obsessed",
the first cut on side two, is probably
the most radical piece on the album,
and it is closer to new wave than
punk. Most of the songs are lively,
well produced and relatively easy to
listen to.
It does not take a literary genius to
write the lyrics to these songs, but
merely somebody who can alter the
meaning of a fairytale as is done in a
song called "Little. Red Riding
Hood". Though the songs are
simple they are .numerous and
entertaining to listen to. Punk Rock
is getting more and more bearable as
it breaks away from the Sex Pistols
original punk rock style, which was
strictly making as loud a noise as
possible with a guitar and trying to
shout above it.
There is some actual singing on
this album. It is not the best but it is
certainly a step forward. Punk rock
is not dying, it is justbecoming more
refined and I would consider this
album as some of the better refined
punk that I have heard. If you like
mild punk you will probably enjoy
this album. If you dislike punk you
may still enjoy it if your musical
tastes require a dose of that good old
punk rock from time to time,

Thanksgiving Weekend Hours
Open Friday until 10.00
Closed Saturday
Oktoberfest at the Turret
featuring The Black

Forest Band

Fri. Sat., Oct. 16-17

Tickets WLU $6.00
Non WLU $7.00
Includes Oktoberfest Buffet

and Beer Stein
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Shakespeare at

Stratford

by John Margeson
In Coriolanus the possibilities for
happiness seem to be no one's
concern. We have moved from the
politics of sex to the politics of an
embattled city, threatened by
powerful enemies outside itsborders
and by civil disturbance within. The
play begins with citizens rioting in
the streets for corn; news is brought
that the Volscians are in arms, and
befor the first act is over, Martius
has stormeed the Volscian city of
Corioles almost single-handedly.
Martilus is revealed from the start as
a man of great personal courage and
physical prowess. He is at one and
the same time extremely proud and
excessively modest, liking the deed
but hating the ceremonies in his
honour and refusing the spoils of
war that are offered to him. He will
accept only only the name of
honour, Coriolanus. But when the
patricians nominate him as joint
consul, the highest office in Rome,
they have the greatest difficulty in
persuading him to go through the
normal process of election by
appealing to the populace at large
for their votes. WhatShakespeare is
picturing for us are the difficulties
involved in making a military leader
into a political leader (difficulties
not confined to ancient Rome!.).
Even more strikingly Shakespeare
portrays a man who is so caught up
in his own pride and integrity thathe
cannot hide fis feelings, deceive, or
make a gesture of humility that he
doesn't mean. The other patricians,
including his motherVolumnia (that
formidable woman) try to give him
lessons in political strategy by
likening it to the strategy of war, but
with little success.
The opponents of Coriolanus are
the newly appointed tribunes,
representing the plebeian
population of Rome. They are
intent on maintaining and extending
their powers and recognize the
danger of having a great military
hero as consul. Hence they use all
their considerable talents as
demagogues to arouse the people
against the election of Coriolanus.
What particularly enrages
Corioolanus is that the people
appear to give him their votes in the
first market scene and then
withdraw them at the last moment.
He deefies the people and their
tribunes,, the election becomes
another riot, and Coriolanus is
very nearly thrown from the
Tarpeian Rock. In the end he is
banished from the citky, shouting
"You common cry of curs!...l
banish you!"
What kind of tragic hero is
Coriolanus? One of the major
problems of the play and a problem
ofany actor whoundertakes the part
is that the central figure lacks
human warmth, the breadth of
humanity that Antony displays, for
example, in Antony and Cleopatra.
He is a difficult, often obnoxious
man, proud, obsessed with his own
honour, a man who loves war more
than the delights of peace and civil

life. At times he seems little more
than a war machine, an inhuman
force intent upon destruction.
Shakespeare helps us to understand
him through his background, the
patrician society of early Rome
where military valuees were held in
high regard, and lays much
emphasis on his mother who has
brought him up to exemplify those
values.
The relation between
mother and som is the most
interesting psychological aspect of
the play: before the end Volumnia is
forced to see thatthe "hero" she has
created is a monster capable of
destroying her and the whole of
Rome. In the great scene near the
end of the play when his mother, his
wife, and his young son kneel before
him pleading for Rome and for
themselves, Coriolanus finally
recognizes that he cannot obliterate
natural human feeling. The result
may be fatal to him but he becomes a
human being once again.
Was Shakespeare being antidemocratic in porfraying the
populace of Rome as fickle,
cowardly, easily aroused by
demagogues into dangerous moos?
As usual, Shakespeare is manysided.
Like most of his
contemporaries, he had no
sympathy with the idea of a state
ruled by artisans and labourers, the
ignorant crowd. Yet although the
tribunes may be politicians on the
make, they are portrayed as
recognizing clearly the dangers of
military leadership and the
particular dangers lying in the
character and temperament of
Coriolanus.
Shakespeare gives
several of the citizens shrewd
common sense, a kind of earthy
wisdon. Some of the sharpest and
truest comments regarding
Coriolanus come from the lowly
officers of the Senate, laying
cushions before the meeting.
Shakespeare is far from glorifying
the state. Rome is pictured not as
the repository of republican virtues,
but as a city torm apart by internal
strife, where factions compete with
one another for their own selfish
ends. Rome is saved in the end but it
is survival that matters at this stage:
there is" little sense of civilization
being secured.
Because the. issues Shakespeare
raises in the play have perennial
interest, Coriolanus has had a long
history of productions, often with
the balance of the play distorted and
its ironies obscured.
It was
produced in England, the critics tell
us, during or after most of the major
political upheavals in English
history. In France, its production in
the 1930's led to riots by fascist and
royalist groups.
As Philip
Brockbank has also recorded (in the
Arden Shakespeare), it was given a
tatalitarian slant in Hitler's
before the war, and a
Marxist bias in Russia as early as
1935 as well as in East Germany in a
version prepared by Brecht for the
Berliner Ensemble, finally produced
in 1963.
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Gourmet six ounce burgers
Done to your individual taste
Variety of salads with spinach or
lettuce, each completely different
Stuffed veal cutlets
Fresh baked quiche*
Exotic foot-long hot dogs
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24 entrees for under
and Beer
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Licensed for Wine
Corner ofKing and William Streets
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BESIDE THE DONUT CASTLE
WE NOW HAVE A VIDEO GAME

The Cord Weekly,

Murray
Murray McLauchlan's concert at
the Centre in the Square had a most
unusual opening. Darkness,
followed by the introduction of this
talented performer, plenty of
applause, then silence, and the
shuffling of feet as band members
entered the stage. All that ws visible
were five little red amp lights and
one white beam from a wandering
flashlight. Finally, McLauchlan
opened his concert, clad in blue
jeans and a leather jacket,with an up
tempo tune "Wouldn't Take
Another Chance On Love".
Accompaniment is supplied by a
high-energy group TheLincolns who
expressed the versatility of the
soprano sax.
SEcond song of the evening was a
familiar one. McLauchlan said that
"Try Walkin' Away" is good
"sound advice to youngladies of the
'80s." Next, reflecting a somewhat
slower and more relaxed side of
himself, McLauchlanswitched to his
place at the piano in a song called
"Did You See Them on the
Boulevard?" This was followed by a
gentler melody, "You Need a New
Lover Now", which he said "was
written for a lady who was having a
lot of trouble."
"Whispering Rain" revealed once
again his talent and versatility in
this, one ofhis most favoured, tunes.
It received appreciative applause
from the audience and the last few
phrases were accompanied by a
flute.
"It's a Hardrock Town thelcids
grow up too fast inside", which
McLauchlan said was a song about
Sudbury. He picked up the electric
guitar and put the audience quite at
ease with this high powered rock
beat. He also used an effective
combination of singing and what
could be called chanting of the
lyrics.
"A lot of marriages do not end up
terribly happy", states Murray,
"and here's a song called 'No Man's
Land' about a suburban woman and
a suburban man." It is an expression
of a typical true life situation "a
child who doesn't understand, a
woman who smashes dishes on the
kitchen floor, she sits and stares at
the kitchen light
but they both
know that daddy's left for No Man's
Land. It's time for sympathetic
friends to not take sides, to make
some sense." A sad but true
reflection of an experience or type of
life that many people have.
After this heavy thought-laden
melody, McLauchlan responded
well to his pensive listeners... "Earth
calling audience." He received many
a chuckle and started in on the solo
part of his performance.
Murray McLauchlan said he
wrote the song "If the Wind Could
Blow My Troubles Away" to make a
"they made me feel better for it."As
most of you are aware it is used this
year as a theme song in support of
the International Year of the

...
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OFFCAM

ARTISTIC ENDEAVORS
presents

presents

I

"VERTICLE"

FRI. OCT. 9 Fresh from the

:

! AT THE OFFCAM :
• PARTY TONIGHT \

Meaty pieces of chicken wings, served mild, medium or
hot with celery sticks, carrot sticks and blue cheese dip.
Munch a bunch with a friend for lunch, as an appetizer
or late night snack. Mother's chicken wings..another
good reason to come on home to Mother's.

Police Picnic
JOHN OTWAY &
WILD WILLIE BARRETT

-

Fri. Sat.

OCTOBERFEST

\

8:00 PM- 1:00 AM

\

•

:

JSEE YOU THERE!:

$2.89

$4.99

THE CUSTOMERS

I WATERLOO MOTOR INN I
• TICKETS: $3.00 members
$5.00 others
I

Half order of 10 pieces

Full order of 20 pieces

Oct. 16 17 SKA DANCE
PARTY WITH

UPSTAIRS AT

THE KENT

59 KING ST. N.
WATERLOO
DOORS OPEN AT 8:30
ALL SHOWN

lllllllillllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

10:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Service
Phone 884-1126
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intermission at the Centre, concerts
never seem to be long enough. The
audience becomes relaxed and often
at one with the performer(s) when,
before they know it, one and a half
hours have passed and the
performer leaves the stage. This was
also the case with concerts
performed by Bruce Cockburn and
Burton Cummings.
However, the audience did
manage to draw Murray
McLauchlan and The Lincoln's back
onto the stage for an encore.

// YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE

Tickets are now on sale for the Waterloo Regional Arts Council's
October 18 raffle.
The raffle, which is a fund raising project for the Council, offers five
prizes.
First prize is an original oil painting, valued at $2,000, by Waterloo
artist Peter EtrilSnyder. Second prize is a framed color photograph by
North American prize winner James Hurtle, valued at $500. Third
prize is a $350 hand-crafted wooden Conestoga wagon by William
Benham of Cambridge.
There will also be a dinner for two and a pair of tickets to The
Nutcracker Ballet at The Centre in the Square, Kitchener, and a
dinner for two and a pair of tickets to the play "Sleuth" at the
Humanities Theatre, University of Waterloo. Each of these prizes is
worth $75.
Tickets are available from Waterloo Regional Arts Council
members. The tickets sell for $2 or three for $5. Additional
information about where to purchase tickets can be obtained by
contacting the Council office at Victoria Park Pavilion, Kitchener
(744-4552).
The draw for the prizes will take place during the second-act
intermission of "The Merry Widow" at Kitchener's Centre in the
Square, on October 18, 1981.

...

CHURCH OF CHRIST
MEETS SUNDAY
AT N.A. MAC-

...

changed his style considerably in the
last while as all good artists should
to keep their listeners interested.
However, I hadn't expected so much
high-powered rock. It is hard to say
how much of this is Murray's doing
because The Lincoln's are very much
at home in this upbeat tempo. The
Centre in the Square was about half
full which in itself could have
affected McLauchlan but certainly
wasn't reflected in the quality ofhis
performance.
Without the use of an

Waterloo Regional Arts Council

...

BACK TO THE
BIBLE

tor next week's issue ..) This was
folllowed by a soft melody
accompanied by the flute called
"I'm a Stranger". Canadian talent
seems to like using the flute as an
accompaniement instrument. It has
also been used by Bruce Cockburn
and Hagood Hardy in concerts
they've performed in the past year.
An interesting 'sound' was
achieved for a picturesque
description of the "crawling,
creeping, diabolical demons that
haunt the formica tops of the desks
of modern industry." To say the
least, it was a demonic song; or
should I say noise?
"You Don't Have To Do It"
suggests hope that there is the
possibility for change in all of us.
"Born again to be somebody more
like I wanted to be, was closed
minded, blinded ... was measuring
my cage. Then you came along and I
wanted to be everything ...". One
note of interest here was the rise of
vocals as Pink Floyd has done
dreamy and drifting.
One more note worthy ofmention
was in the talent of the percussionist
who, during "Fallin' Off the High
Wire", managed to produce a sound
similar to that of Mic Mac drums.
"A song of street desperation ...",
Murray said.
McLauchlan seems to have

%\

..

».

McLauchlanMagnificent

Disabled. It is difficult to say if
people came just to hear
this particular song or came to hear
McLauchlan the performer.
Although my guess would be in
favour of the second, it ws very
moving to see McLauchlan alone at
the piano holding an attentive
audience in his hands and yet to
imagine each person alone with their
thoughts and their musician.
The silence didn't last long as
Murray introduced the next melody
by saying "I wasn't going to do the
song on tour anymore but what the
hell, can't keep a good song down
and I still like it." He proceeded to
the delight of the audience to sing
"Straw Hat and Old Dirty
Hankies."
McLauchlan tried a new tune on
us that evening, entitled
"Hiroshima", a very descriptive
song about the aftermath of the
bombing of Hiroshima where "the
ashes of people haunt the
alleyways." We do not need to be
empathetic and understanding even
when time causes us to forget.
The re-entrance of the band
brought with it a lively familiar
audience-as-participant song
(send your guess to theCORD office
along with your name, address and
phone number and it could entitle
you to do an entertainment article

byCindy Liedtke

Thursday, Octobc,
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Pizza Parlour & Spaghetti House

HIP

WIKwYouUKE Family.
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Fully Licensed

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted on delivery.
No delivery charge ever!
Waterloo Location 28 King St. N 886-1830
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SPORTS
Soccer on Top
by Tim Doherty

Last Wednesday, the Wilfrid

i-auder coach Bernie Couslis and Golden Hawk coach Tuffy Knight
ilk about Saturday's football game after Laurier beat McMaster 34-7.

',].

Hawks Have a Mac Attack
by Frank "Fuge" Furgiuele
Laurier's football Hawks won
their second game in Saturday
afternoon's contest against the
McMaster Marauders.
During the first half of the game
there were four turnovers with the
Golden Hawks coughing up the ball
three times from two fumbles from
the option play and a Scott Leeming
interception. At half time, the score
read Laurier 5, McMaster 0.
The Hawks, in the second half,
finally took control of the game and
started to play up to their potential
by scoring four touchdowns. Hawk
touchdowns came on two one-yard
runs by fullback Bill Bykowski, a 43-yard Leeming-to-Grant Murray
pass and the final TD came on the
final play of the game with AllCanadian safety Barry Quarrell
returning a Mac interception for a
record 105 yards.
Quarrell commented "I was just
free-lancing in my zone on that one.
I happened to be going where the
ball was going. I was in the right
place at the right time."
Despite the victory, the Hawks
were the real losers on the day. The
Hawks suffered several serious
injuries. Heading the list of injuries
was all-star tackle Rod Connop who
suffered a knee injury and is
questionable for the remaining
games this season. Dave Lovegrove
also suffered a knee injury and is
now supporting a brace. Phil Snyder
will be side-lined for the remainder
of the season with a cast on his right
knee, suffering from stretched knee
ligaments. The list continues.
Linebacker Mike Trisch suffered a
severe ankle sprain and defensive
end Joe Browsen had to leave the
game with a knee injury and finally
centre Brian Malott couldn't finish
the game off either because of an
ankle injury. All theseplayers except
Malott will miss this week's game
against Waterloo.
After one quarter of play, the
Hawks were up 2-0 on a pair of 40-yard single punts from kicker lan
Dunbar. Dunbar also added a 16-yard field goal to round out the first
half's scoring.
In the third quarter Bykowski
scored on a one-yard run and
Dunbar added a single on a 25-yard
wide field goal attempt, raising the
score to Hawks 13, Marauders 0,
In the fourth quarter the. Hawks
poured on the fire power scoring 21
unanswered points, with the three
touchdowns from Bykowski,
Murray and Quarrell.

Laurier netted 438 yards in the
game, 326 by rushing and 112 in the
air, with no team losses. Marauders
totalled only 166 yards net, 99 from
the passing game and 77 on the
ground, with 10yards in team losses.
Leeming completed seven out of
14 pass attempts, while McMaster's
four quarterbacks collectively
completed 10 out of 25 passes.
Leading rushers for the Hawks
were Taylor, with 97 yards and
Bykowski with 67.
Concerning next week's game,
-against Waterloo -Warriors; Brian
Malott commented on what the
offence must work on. "We must
improve on mental mistakes this
On the day, the Hawks rolled up
some impressive stats. The Hawks
controlled the game, getting 32 first
down to the Marauders eight
week. We had too many turnovers

against McMaster and must cut
down this week." Brian further
commented on how all their injuries
will affect the Hawk's performance
this week. "We have capable backups who can fill in for our starters
and will do the job for us against
Waterloo."

-

s

-

victory.

Laurier started early when

forward Kevin Armstrong bowled
over the line for his first of two tries.
Hawk forwards continued to
dominate throughout the game,
sucking up those bumps and bruises
and playing very aggressive around
the ball. The backs, in particular
Malcolm McArthur and Sam
Samaddan were also equal to th c
task of showing that fierce Hawk

Par

for

individuals.

The Ontario Universities
Athletic Association's
semifinals were held in the Westview
Golf Club in Toronto. The teams
finished the course twice, then
added their two scores together
for the final result. The course
has a par of 72.

Congratulations

In Saturday's game against
McMaster, All-Canadian safety (20)
Barry Quarrell again came up big
and played another solid game on
defense. But this game will be
remembered for many years, for his
105-yard interception return for a
touch-down on the final play of the
game was a play which all defensive
players dream about.
Quarrell commented "it was a
great feeling because it is a defensive
back's dream to run one back that
far for a touchdown. There was
some fine blocks thrown for me;
otherwise I wouldn't have scored."
During his four year career at
WLU, Barry has started every year.
This is quite a feat as it takes many
players two or three years before
they get a chance to play. Barry first
started at defensive half and then
made the switch to safety last year.
Quarrell commented "it was a
great adjustment because you have
more responsibility on coverage and
on the run. I felt it would be hard to
fill in for all-star safety Bob Stacey
when he left, but I made the
adjustment quickly and now I enjoy
the safety position."

should then go to thewhole team for
a superb game. May there be many
more.

the

Poor performance on
Thursday resulted in Laurier's
golf team placing ninth out often
teams at the OUAA golf semifinals two weeks ago.
Although the team redeemed
themselves on Friday with a
respectable score of 332,
Thursday's score of 351 pulled
them down considerably, said
coach Don Smith.
Coach Smith explained
Thursday's performance was in
part due to the poor weather

conditions.

pride by both scoring excellent trys.
Some say our success lies in the
newly acquired shirts or perhaps the
pre-game cheer but in reality it's the
spirit of the players. Many
opponents have noticed and
commented on the enthusiasm.
It has been customary in some
articles to mention "player of the
game", but in the game of rugby it's
not appropriate. Success comes
from the team effort, not

Course

Laurier's medalist was Steve
Pickfield who had a total score of
162. His performance reflected
the team's, as he had 82 on
Thursday and 80 on Friday.
Mark Fulton's score of 165
resulted from 84 on Thursday
and 81 on Friday. Bob Davies
and Mark Fady had total scores
of 178 for both days.
Fady and Pickford are rookies
and this was their first official
competition with the Laurier
team.

York University claimed tirst
place with a total score of 649.
They too suffered on Thursday
with a score of 335. Friday's
score was 318. All 10 teams
inproved considerably on
Friday. Only one player, Doug
Walker of Windsor, met par (72)
on Friday.

Vaandering took a long kick that
bounced over everyone's head to the
U of T sweeper.
Vigendren
Gnanasegran was on the sweeper
immediately, he became flustered
and chipped the ball back to his
goalie. The goalie had been coming
out on the ball and he watched
helplessly as the ball floated into the
net. This 2-0 lead allowed Barry
Lyon to use his bench and allow
them some playing time.
Paul Scholz was selected as
Carling-O'Keefe player ofthe game.
Scholz not only scored a goal but
effectively controlled Toronto's
most dangerous player. Lyon felt
Karakokkinos and Scott Fraser
played a very strong game. Once
again, Scott Fraser was carefully
marked by a U of T player. Lyon
wants to take advantage of this in
the future. If all the teams are
watching Scott so closely there must
be someone in the open.
On Wednesday, Laurier will have
played a key game against Waterloo
at Seagram Stadium. Hopefully a
good crowd was out for the game.
Notes! The W.L.U. soccer team
currently ranks no. 3 in Canada
behind Concordia and Dalhousie.

Dream
QuarrellAchieves ais also
known around the
Quarrell
by Fuge

HAWK TALK
-Tuffy Knight is now only four wins
shortof the century mark (100 wins).
In last week's issue of TV Guide
magazine, fromer Laurier AllCanadian centre Dot*g Stttifb (now
playing for the Toronto Argonauts)
had his photo in an article
about CFL centres.
Next game is Saturday October 10
versus the Waterloo Warriors. It is
Waterloo's home game so WLU ID
cards will not get you into the
stadium free.

U of T Sings the Blues
On October 3, 1981, history was
made. Laurier's month-old rugby
squad fulfilled their appetite by
digesting the Blues. It was their first

Laurier soccer team moved into
first place, all by themselves,
with a 2-0 victory over the
University of Toronto. The
Soccer Hawks now have a
record of four wins and one tie.
Coach Barry Lyon said
Toronto had the best overall
team speed his side had played
this year.
This caused the
Hawks trouble in the first half
which .ended 0-0, but Toronto
had dominated much of the play.
Coach Lyon was quite
concerned at half-time. He felt
Toronto was quicker on the ball
than Laurier and as a result were
gaining possession of most of
the 50-50 balls.
It seemed Lyon's worries were
unfounded as Laurier took over
and dominated the second half
of play. At the sixty minute mark,
Alex (Koko) Karakokkinos sent a
long penalty shot toward the net.
Paul Scholz got his head on the ball
and directed it just over the crossbar. Two minutes later the identical
play was repeated with Scholz
connecting for a goal. With ten
minutes left, goalie Eym

school and athletic complex as the
best athlete, proven by his
participation in the super sports
competitions. He has won all three
super sports competitions held in the
A.C. and this year he will be
shooting for his fourth title. Quarrell
was also the Lettermen's club
president last year.

Quarrel

This year Quarrell has been rated
a top CFL prospect. This is due to
his speed, quickness and athletic
ability. Best of luck to him and the
Golden Hawks in the future

OUAA
Soccer Standings
Teams
Laurier
Waterloo

Laurentian

McMaster
ue h
rk

S iP

w »
Western

Brock

Queen's

l° .°r

r
R.M.C.
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W L

*

T F

A

P

,929
17 2 7
10 3 7
16 17
0 9 2 6

X
* \3 °* J
4

5

~i

4
5
5
5
5
4
5

3
2
2
2
0
0
0

,

2
2
3
3

4
5

16 5 5
16 5 5
0 5 10 4
2 4 9 2
0 1 7 0
0 0 16 0

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
TEAMS
Western
Guelph
Toronto
Laurier
Windsor
York
McMaster
Waterloo

GP
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

W
3
2
2
2

L T F
0 0 125
0 l 73
1 0 117
1 0 83
1
2 0 47
1 2 0 38
0 2 1 49
q 3 0 14

A P
45 6
21 5
92 4
62 4
55 2
88 2
83 1
100 0
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CHIP'S BEEF

Rim Instead

by Willian -Chip" Mc Bain
by Joanne Rimmer

The sad news of Waterloo's rugby team has shocked
athletes at Laurier. One of
their players, 19, was hurt
badly in a play and he is at
least temporarily paralyzed
from the shoulders down.
Many athletes, I'm sure, feel
great sympathy for the player
and his family and hope he
may recover.
It's fine to feel sympathy at
first, but what about
empathy? At the present
time, most of us are walking
around with full use of our
arms and legs, simply taking
it for granted that we will
always be in perfect
condition. An accident like
this, which took only
seconds, reminds us of the
fine line between "normal"
and "disabled". Instead of
feeling pity for a victim of an
accident, we would be better
offrealizing that it very easily
could have been one of us.
Now you can argue that we
run a risk of a tragic accident
every day, in actions as
simple as crossing the road.
That's true, but by being
more aware of the possible
consequences, we might be
more careful in our daily
activities.
The risk is increased
greatly for those athletes in
contact sports. Some
protection is offered by
safety equipment. An article
in this issue describes Mark
Edward's job as trainer. In
addition to applying
protective bandages before a
game, he gives treatment to
injuries from the game.
Mark's job is to keep the
athlete's "playable".
However, in spite of the
protective equipment,

bandages, and treatments,
accidents and injuries still
occur.
It appears that the bottom
line in preventing serious
accidents is the athlete's
attitude. If each athlete is
aware of his/her body and
aware of the possible
consequences of an accident
perhaps more care would be
taken in a game.
Mark, in the article, said
one of the most difficult tasks
of his job is advising an
athlete not to play in a game
because of an injury. The
athletes often are stubborn.
That's understandable, but
Mark knows what he's
talking about and he's trying
to prevent a serious injury.
Maybe I don't understand
things like pride, but
wouldn't it be better to miss
on or two games, or even quit
the sport, than to lose theuse
of a leg, or spend two months
in the hospital?
The greatest tribute we
can pay to a friend lost in a
car accident is to drive
slower. The greatest tribute
we can pay to the unfortunate rugby player is to take
the precautions necessary to
prevent another similar
accident.
If an athlete sees a
dangerous play, perhaps it
would be more sensible to
allow the points than to invite
serious injury. I don't mean fo
suggest that an athlete
should be afraid of a clean
tackle or body check, but
common sense should be
used at all times. Often this
sense becomes clouded with
pride.
Take care, after all, you're
needed in the next game and
in the remainder of~your life

A Subtle

Reply

A numberr of years ago a
perennially successful mayor of a
mid-size American city suggested
that a cause of his great fortune was
his abilitly to accept any form of
publicity that came his way. He
cared not how damning or negative,
how positive or uplifting the
publicity might be. To this politician,
it did not matter how viscious oc
pleasant the opinions of the popular
press happened to be. The reasoning
behind his argument was that
whatever the publicity, it put his
name before the voters and when
they stood before the ballot box it
was his name that stood out in their
minds. This would possibly explain
why people love to hate Trudeau, but
love to vote for him. It may also
explain why Joe Clark got as many
votes as he did (or was it sympathy?)
A second segment to his argument,
and for this article the key one, was
that criticism, good or bad, told him
he was being heard and listened to.
In this way criticism is positive under
any circumstances and a form of
flattery. (I bet some of you know
where this column is heading). To
my recent critics: Thank-you for
reading. I don't intend to generate

negative criticism or hostile reactions as if there were pro-scouts on the
but if that is what results at any time, side-lines observing the life or death
so be it. I intend to be honest and importance of a touch football game.
hopefully will avoid excess. A single game last week ended in a
fight and two players (not involved in
the scrap) had to make a late evening
Football certainly is a major topic visit to the K—W hospital emergency
of discussion here at good 01' clinic to have an injured finger and
The chipped molar lookedafter. The next
Laurier.
And why not?
gridir .r. fishbowl provides us with night one of these same two teams
an excellent lew of the more noble was involved in yet another fight.
and more base aspects of human Maybe hearty helpin". of Valium
Should be doled o-t prior to intrabehaviour.
At the moment, however, varsity mural struggles. Some of these
football could not be farther from my guy's, I'm sure, would take guns to a
mind. (I'm ecstatic about their two peace rally.
wins, though). Its toward IntraAre the young lassies on campus
murals that I turn my attention this innocent? It wouldn't appear so from
week.
the aftermath of last year's "Powder
It would be interesting to stud) (gunpowder?) Puff football. Men
the popularity of football ofany son avoid walking your dates into dark
at W.L.U. and the hidden potential | alleys.
for violence within the students
The women during last seasons
attending this institution. Students contests compiled more injuries than
here, it seems, purge themselves of Dan Pastorini: broken bones,
hostility and tension in two ways; a bruised lungs, livers, kidneys and
good workout on the football field
egos.
and by living their lives in empathy
A positive note in all this is that
with the characters of General anger rarely .lasts past the final
Hospital(honourable mention to The whistle which is fortunate because
V and R).
those involved have to live and work
Tension seems to be relieved on the toge her. I do enjoy games which are
football field in two different hard fought but done so with samity
manners. The most popular method and the concern for others,
but what
to relieve tension is to have a good sometimes
people forget is that the
time, playing hard without foolish name of the game is "touch"
violence. The other, thankfully rare, football, not the Longest Yard.
method is to go out and pound bodies

Buffalo Chips
Just who the hell is Danny
Until recently
not able to choose between
baseball and basketball as- a
career, rumours are circulating
that the former Blue Jay third
baseman is talking contract with
Harold Ballard. According to
Ainge, Ballard will let him play
for either the Toronto Maple
Leafs or Hamilton Ti-Cats.
Unable to choose between
hockey and football, Ainge was
recently heard to mention the
possibility of joining the PGA

Ainge anyway?
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"I am pregnant?"
"But I took precautions."
"What am I going to do now?" /
Call Birthright for help

a

and information

Birthright

579-3990

We've moved to:
30 Francis St. S.
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tour.

One likely

scenario is that

Bailard will be outbid by Nelson

Skalbania who, by way of
compensation, will send Vince
Ferragano and David "I like to
fumble" money did not decide
the outcome. All of you Sugar
Ray Leonard fans will be
disappointed to hear that his
recent "victory" over Thomas
Hearns was engineered in a TV
studio. To be more succinct, is
who actually believes Ray
Leonard has the ability to beat
Roberto Duran?

SOUTHERN!
CXJMKJRXjgji
Its special taste
made it famous.
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Earthy
Wild Men and Women
Get
men's
in
size and
team was small
1 ast Saturday, 30 of Laurier's
numbers
to
the
other
compared
imest travelled to Brock University
teams in the competition but they
!•■ ,'..ii'iicipate in the "First Annual
'i;-. i. i-University Earth b a 11 more than made up for it with strong
team work and determination by
Tournament". Earthball is a fun
each and every player on the field. It
teams,
each,
which
two
of
10
game in
was commented that if you need
attempt to push a huge inflated ball "leather balls"
to play rugger then
line.
The
over the other team's goal
need
a
you
lobotomy
(removal of the
ball is six foot in diameter. The
to play earthball. Perhaps
brain)
field.
game is played on a football
that's why U of T won.
Both Laurier's teams did

extremely well.
Laurier's
"Wildmen" finished third in the

men's division, clobbering York
Yeoman 3-1 in the opening game
and then losing two close games to U
of T and Brock. The University of
Toronto finished the day undefeated
and won the men's division. Our

Laurier's "Wildwomen" finished
a strong second in the women's
division rolling over York 4-0 in the
semi-finals to advance to the finals
against the undefeated team from
Brock University. Unfortunately,
they couldn't break the Brock
momentum and lost a well-fought 2-

0 battle to finish the day as Cup

Finalists.

Although neither team brought
home any silverware, Laurier was
noted by all as the university with
the most spirit, cheering for each
other both on the sidelines and in the
pub. Anne Williamson from King
Street won the "Wildwomen
Award" presented to the girl who
displayed the most spirit for
surviving a blow to the back of the
head and an ambulance ride to St.
Catherine's General Hospital.

Mils

Susan

by

pic

There were no serious injuries, but
the wet field conditions and the
rough nature of the game kept the
trainer on his toes all day.

Wildmen and Wildwomen ™^^"""«

Sports Quiz
l.What position does former
Buffalo Bills coach Lou Saban
hold now?
2. What is the former name of the
San Diego Clippers?
3.Who is Jake Gaudaur?
4. What great moments in sports
occurred on the following
dates?: June 20, 1980, April 8,
1974, December 28, 1958.
s.Who is the defending College
Bowl champions?
6. What are the nicknames of the
following sports figures? Ken
Stabler, Michel Laroque, Greg
Luzinski.
7.What current NFL owner used
to be commissioner of the old

B.When Steve Carlton became
all-time strike-out king of the
National League, who's record 'qjttus
did he break?
qjtM

Answers:ÜBUl||f) lujo,\;

P<<oid

'uosjapusH jnej
■uuo3 /que

jqSy siq

siopq sinoq aof6
uosqiQ qog'B

9.Here's this week's famous
sports quote. Who said: "He
can run, but he can't hide"?

siabq
uapjoQ

Bjjaqiv'S

10.And finally, this week's sißsg
31UbS
special bonus question,
(double count) When Frank dtqsuoiduißqo idfsl auinisAO
Mahovlich was traded from vi sjubio }B3jsp SJIO3
the Maple Leafs to the Detroit '$[/, ou siiq UOJBV 'IB3JJUOJAI
Red Wings, Gary Unger wnet v; üßJna SA pJtuosTf
j3Uoissiuiuio3 IJ3'£
along with him in the deal. What
along with him in the deal.
s3Aßig oißjjnaS
What three players did the
Leafs get in return? s(joa *3N aqj jo juaptsajji

,

AFL?

IV'Z.

nng 'Kuung
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Ski Show

CANADA'S LARGEST SKI SHOW

October Bth

Pub call.
MMft

Bl
IBJ

— 12th

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE
8900 AIRPORT ROAD, TORONTO

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See world class free-style skiers
Preview latest in ski fashions
Watch exciting action ski movies
Learn all about cross country skiing
Visit Ontario's biggest ski swap & sale
Relax in country & western lounge
Over 150 all-ski exhibits and displays
SHOW HOURS

Thursday, OctoberBth
Friday, October 9th
Saturday, October 10th
Sunday, October 11th,
Monday, October 12th

.

4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.
4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.
11 a.m. -10:30 p.m.
11 a.m. 6:00 p.m.
11 a.m. • 6:00 p.m.

-

.

ADMISSION
Youths 10-15
$2.00
16& over $4.00
Children 9 & under FREE accompanied by an adult

Adults

CONSIDERACHALLENGING
AND PROFESSIONAL

CAREERASA
CHARTEREDACCOUNTANT
Clarkson Gordon employs more
university graduates to train as CAs than
any other firm in Canada. Each individual is important to us. Our extensive
training programs, available to all our
staff, and our professional coaching,
reflect our recognition of the importance to each person of achieving
his or her full potential.
To assist you in becoming a qualified member of this challenging and
growing profession, our representative
will be on campus
Nov. 4 & 5.
Arrangements should be made

through your Student Placement Office
prior to Oct. 21.

A Member ofArthur Young International
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Hockey Hawks Start Training
by Tim Doherty
Over the past three weeks you
have probably seen a group of
guys running around thefootball
field, doing sit-ups, skipping
rope, carrying each other in
piggy back style and doingpushups. You may think they are
crazy but there is a reason for all
of this activity. These exercises
are all part of hockey coach
Wayne Gowing's off-ice
conditioning program.
Coach Gowing is a firm
believer that these off-ice
conditioning exercises are very
important before the players
actually start the on-ice
practices. Gowing feels that
Canadian hockey coaches have
learned a valuable lesson from
the Europeans and both
anaerobic and aerobic fitness is
important for hockey.
When fifty or so players
showed up for camp they were
put through a series of tests to
determine their own personal
fitnesslevel. They wererequired
to ride a bike for six minutesand
had their heart beats monitored
every minute. Strength was also
tested in various ways by having
the players lift weights and see
how many repetitions they could
perform. Lastly, the players
were tested for percentage of
body fat. Coach Gowing and his
assistant Jim McCullagh, then

Intramural
Report
CO —EDVOLLEYBALL
Results of Sept. 29
8:00 winning teams
no. 8, 7, 6, 4
9:00 winning teams
no. 9, 15, 11, 13
10:00 winning teams
no. 27, 23, 19, 10
11:00 winning teams
no, 32, 26, 27, 29
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Results of Sept 30

>

8:00 winning teams
no. 4, 2
9:00 winning teams
no. 8
WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Results of Sept. 30

8:00 winning

teams

no. 3, 4

looked at the results and could
determine where theplayers had
to improve. At the end of last
season, the veterans were tested
and they were expected tc
maintain or improve upon theii
fitness levels over the summer.
After the testing was done, the
conditioning began. On
Monday's, Wednesday's, and
Friday's, the players were
involved in a circuit training
program. On Tuesday's and
Thursday's the players do

team will be going for runs two

weights on their own. The
hockey circuit training consists
of eight stations: skipping rope,
Jack-knife, burpees, bench
hopping, sit-ups. Forty-five
seconds at each station.
Between each station, the
hockey player must run a "certain
distance in forty-five seconds.
The player then rests for fortyfive seconds before moving on th
another station.
Once the season starts the

times a week. This is so that the
players can keep a good aerobic
fitness level. The tests that were
done at the start of the off-ice
conditioning will be done again
later in the year. This will allow
coach Gowing to find out jf the
team's fitness is at a desirable
level.
Coach Gowing feels there are
three main reasons his hockey
team is involved in this off-ice
training: to get fit, allow him to

assess the work capacity of the
players and the players to get to
know each other in an informal,
related atmosphere before they
go out onto the ice.
This season, the Golden Hawk
hockey team has a strong
nucleus of veterans as well as
some good rookies and should
be very competitive in the
O.U.A.A. If the players work as
hard on the ice as they have off
the ice they should be ready for a
very successful year.

Familiar Faces at the A.C.
Mitzi Michael and Bonnie Quinn
are the two well-known secretaries
at the athletic complex. In addition
to receptionist, typing and normal
secretarial duties for the athletic
department, the two ladies also
provide an unofficial information
service for staff and students.
Mitzi, a mother of six, has been at
Laurier since 1967 when she started
working in the book-store. In
September, 1973, shortly after the
new athletic complex opened, Mitzi
transferred to the athletic
department.
In 1978, Bonnie also moved
within the university staff to join
Mitzi in the athletic office.
Previously employed by Barry Lyon
in Laurier's Public Relations office
and WLU Press, Bonnie "needed a
change" so came to work for Tuffy
Knight and his crew.
Bonnie started with WLU Press
when it first began in 1973 under the
name of Academic Publication. At
that time she and Norm Wagner,
(who is now the president of the
University of Calgary) were the
publication's only employees.
When she left, the staff had
expanded to approximately 10
employees.
Obviously, WLU has been a stong
part of Mitzi and Bonnie's life for
several years. Both marriedLaurier
grads. Mitzi's husband David, was
Laurier's first M.B.A. (Master of
Business Administration) graduate
in 1978. Blair Quinn graduated
from the geography faculty in 1973.
Another romance was caused by
Mitzi's affiliation with WLU. Scott
Yarns, a former Laurier football
player, married Mitzi's daughter
Diane, and they now have 15 month
old twins Sarah and Michael. "I met
Scott and his parents before Diane
did" exclaimed Mitzi.
Mitzi's son Brad is now enrolled
in the part-time business program
here.
Bonnie's only daughter,
Danica, 5, started her long trek
toward Laurier when she started
kindergarten this year.
Although their jobs are busy, both
enjoy their positions at the A.C. "I
love my job" says Mitzi. "There's
always something different
happening." Over the nine years,
Mitzi has become close to many of
the students. One girl sends her a

Track Scene

Laurier runners fared will at the
OUAA West Division Track and
Field Championships in Windsor" on
the week-end. When the meet was
completed, Laurier hadcollected on
first, five thirds and a fourth.
Lan Clancy, a sophomore, Jed
Laurier runners with two thirds. He
picked up his first third in the 800
metres in a time of 2:02 and then, jus
210 minutes later, finished another
third in the 1500 metre race. He
covered the distance in 4:23.
Diane Young and Janet RUssle
also gave strong performances for
Laurie'r. Diane finished fifth in the
3000 metre race in 10:46, (third
among university runners) and

running and are expected to lift

fourth in the 1500 metres in 5:07
(third among university runners)
while Janet finished a close fourth in
the 800 metres. Her time was 2:30.9
which was just .4 secondsfrom third.
Laurier's only win was due to an
unfortunate incident. Tim Dawkins
was declared the 3000 metre
steeplechase winner by walk-over.
In the same event last year, he
finished second in a school record.
Tim rounded out Laurier's placings
by finishing fourth in the 5000 met
res, third among university runners.
The next meet for the Golden
Hawks track team is the OUAA
championships on October 17 at
McMaster University.

card or a flower every year on her
birthday. Another from B.C. sendi
notes to Mitzi regularly. "I love
working with the kids! It keeps you
young. I treat them all like my own
kids," she said.
Bonnie often jokes that she has 15
daughters instead of one. Much of
her involvement sith students has
come through being the advisor to
Laurier's cheerleading squad. The
12 girls on the squad have become
her "daughters". She and the girls
just hosted a very successful
cheerleading clinic which brought
the school a great amount of

publicity. "We've already started
planning next year's clinic" said

Quinn.

Quinn stumbled into the position
of cheerleading quiteby accident. "I
asked Tuffy why we didn't have a
squad and he said 'good question
Bonnie. We haven't had a coach but
we do now. The job's yours.' It
wasn't quite what I had in mind but I
really enjoy-it." This year the squad
includes 12 girls.
In addition to their secretarial
duties, the two have performed in
many other roles. They've acted as
mother, friend, tour guide, match-

maker and public relations
executivers, and over-all, they're
well qppreciated by everyone who
comes in contact with them.

YUKON JACK ATTACK 2.
TheWolfßite.
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splash of soda, pour over ice
and you'll have lassoed the an
Wolf Bite.To heat the bite,

substitutecoffeeforsoda
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Inspired in the wild, midst IT*
the damnabV cold thlS tne
black sheep of Canadian
liquors, is Yukon Jack.
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The Black Sheep ofCanadian Liquors.
„ Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.
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Open the door to a
professional management
career...
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SKIERS

time employment
representing Odyssey for
Reading Week ski tours
from Wilfrid Laurier to
Mont Sainte Anne,
Whistler and Switzerland.
We have extensive
experience in student tour
operation and will provide
full support and assistance
to interested clubs or
individuals. Competitive

Part

commission/remuneration

and free skiing for
organizers plus generous
travel benefits based upon
success. Please call or

write:

ODYSSEY TRAVEL
Or contact us at:
Student Affairs Officey
Faculty of Administrative Studies,
York University,
4700 Keele Street, Downsview,
Ontario M3J 2R6
Telephone (416) 667-2532

mm^
m^mm^m

131 Johnson St. #202
Kingston, Ont. K7L IX9
(613.) 549-3553

Registered and bonded
travel agents.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Career Advisor Named
for Mature Students
Neil Gibson has been hired by PCS
as Mature Student Career Advisor.
His clientele will include all mature
students requiring assistance with

matters relating to career planning.
A noted increase in the number of
mature students who are considering

upgrading their educational
qualifications has created a need for
this new position.
Neil brings a variety of credentials
to the job. His experience includes
six years as a high school teacher
and guidance counsellor as well as a

Neil Gibson

On Wednesday, October 14, from 10:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., all students will have an opportunity to meet with
representatives from 60 different businesses, industries, government and social services to ask questions about
various careers within these organizations. See the following people in the Theatre Auditorium on October 14!

year as a personnel officer in a
manufacturing firm. More importantly, his own recent career change
should help him to appreciate the
special concerns of mature students
as they plot new career paths.
Programs to be offered this fall will
combine individual and group
counselling geared to the special
needs of mature students. Issues
such as career change, returning to
school, preparation for job interviews
and others will be explored.
Neil would like to extend an
invitation to all mature students, staff
and alumni to seek out hisassistance
with any career-related concerns
they may have. His hours are from
1:00-5:00 p.m. and 6:00-8:30 p.m.
Monday to Thursday, and from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Fridays. His
office is located on the upperflooroff
the Student Services Centre.
Appointments should be arranged
through the Placement and Career
Services office or by calling 884-1970, ext. 495.
Any volunteers interested in
assisting in the setting up of
programs for mature students are
most weltome to approach Neil with
their ideas.

EDUCATION INFORMATION WEEK

-

B.ED. PROGRAMS (TEACHER TRAINING)
Tuesday, October 20 Queen's, Western 12:30 2:30 Paul Martin Centre
Thursday, October 22 Lakehead, Nipissing, Toronto, Western

-

-

12:30 2:30 Paul Martin Centre

University of Toronto 12:30-2:00 P2027/2029
Wednesday, October 21 York University 12:30 2:30 P1023

-

times.)

PALMOLIVE
COLGATE

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
Procter & Gamble
Public Service Commission

Gallivan, O'Heron
Gulf Oil

Bank of Montreal
Bell Canada
Bristol-Myers

Regional Social Services
Royal Bank

Institute of Chartered Accountants

Canada Trust
Canadian Imperial Bank
of Commerce
Canadian International Paper
Canadian Pacific

Carnation

Catholic Children's Aid
Chubb & Son
Clarkson, Gordon
College Pro Painters
Coopers & Lybrand
CUSO

.

Data General
Deloitte, Haskin, & Sells
Digital Equipment
Dome Petroleum

Beginning at 6:30 p.m. on October
21, 1981, representatives from
Canada Packers will host an
information session and buffet
featuring company products in the
Paul Martin Centre. An audiovisual presentation will be
followed by an opportunity for

This is your October
issue of

HOW WILL YOU EARN $1,000,000?
Having trouble narrowing your
options? Don't know what they are?
Attend one of these one hour
sessions to learn how career
planning can help you. Self
assessment,
vocational interest
inventories, skills analysis, values
and occupational research are
discussed. Students in all years are
invited, Put some control and
planning in your future; after all,
you're going to spend the rest of
your life there, and you're going to
earn approximately $1,000,000 in
salary there! (Drop by PCS for
further information on dates and

Ernst & Whinney
Ethicon Sutures

A.C. Nielsen
Allstate
Arthur Andersen

Irwin Group

S.C. Johnson

Johnson.& Johnson
London Life
Manulife
Mcßee
McGaw Supply
Ministry of Community & Social
Services
Moore Business Forms
Moss, Lawson
Mother's Restaurants
Mutual Life

Sears
Society of Management
Accountants
Standard Life
Stelco

North American Life
Nova
Ogilvy, Mather
Ontario Hydro
Ontario Provincial Police

Woolworth's

-

IF WINTER COMES
CAN SUMMER
BE FAR BEHIND?

Students, remember that summer
jobs have already begun coming in:
the first, career-related positions in
the Nuclear Labs at ChalkRiver and
Tour Guide jobs at the same facility,
lis now posted in PCS. Deadlines
begin in late November, so gear up
for a productive summer job search.
One good way to do that is to attend
a Summer Job Search Workshop.
Two are scheduled for November,
one on November 3rd at 10:30 a.m.,
and one on November 4th at 3:00
p.m. Check in PCS for room

PLANS VISIT
Interested in a career in the numbers.
consumer products indusCOMPUTER JOBS
try? Colgate-Palmolive will
TO BE DISCUSSED
be on campus Tuesday, Source EDP, a specialized computer
October 20th from 4:00 recruiting firm based in Toronto,
on campus Monday, October
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in the will be
26th from 4:30 - 6:30p.m. in the Paul
Paul Martin Centre to Martin Centre to discuss careers,
present a slide/tape outline career paths, salaries and job search
within the computer industry. Plan
of careers with their to
attend.
organization.

FYI
the PCS
monthly newsletter

MCGAW TO SERVE
BANGERS & BEER
McGaw Supply, a leader in
the Canadian medical and
dental supply industry, has
made arrangements for an
informal session to be held
on Tuesday, October 27
from 4:30 6:30 p.m. in the
Paul Martin Centre. The
session will include an
audio-visual presentation,
discussio period, and of
course ... bangers and beer!

-

Scotiabank

Thorne Riddell
Toronto Dominion Bank
Touche, Ross

Union Gas

Xerox
Zellers

CANADA PACKERS WILL PRESENT

The following information sessions have been scheduled for all
graduating students interested in further education:
APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL/FINANCING
Monday, October 19
GRADUATION EDUCATION
Sandra Woolfrey, Graduate Studies 12:30 2:30
LIOS

M.B.A. PROGRAMS
Tuesday, October 20

Organizations Represented:

students to discuss careers with
Canada Packers on an informal
basis.

WARNER LAMBERT

Remember
Date: Oct. 14
Time: 10:30-6:00
Place: T.A.

BRINGS PRODUCTS

RECRUITING
DATES SET

Sample products, information and a slide presentaBe sure to check deadlines!
tion will be the attraction Updated recruiting
when Warner-Lambert schedules are available on a
take over the Paul Martin regular basis.
Centre on Monday. All interviews for graduating students will take place
October 19 from 12:00
4:00 p.m. Students are beginning the week of
October 26th and
encouraged to drop in any until the end of continue
November.
time during the afternoon, Recruiting will commence
however a formal case again in January 1982 and
presentation will be made will run until Reading
at 1:00 p.m.
Week.

-

PUBLIC SERVICE EXAMS
Financial

Administration Test

Thursday, October 15
7:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
U. of W. Engineering Lecture Hall

-

-

Room El-2527

Applications must be
midnight, October
Foreign

Service Exam

mailed by
14, 1981

Saturday, October 17
9:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m.
WLU
Central Teaching Building
Room 2-201
Applications must be mailed by
midnight, October 17, 1981

-

-

PCS ANNOUNCES NEW PROGRAM TO SERVE STUDENTS
PCS launched a new program this
year to better serve students in the
department. Nine Student Career
Advisors were selected early this
spring, were trained extensively in
all aspects of our operations and are
now available as resource staff in
Placement and Career Services. You
may also meet them through
resume, job search and interview
skills workshops as well as through
other outreach programs.
They are eager to assist you with

your career concerns and will proof
your resume, help you locate
information in the Centre and
answer any other questions youhave
about our service.
Here's an introduction:

Gloria Dc Santis
2nd Year
Psychology

Heather Jones
3rd Year
Psychology

Diana Mick
4th Year
Sociology

Craig Fleming
3rd Year
Geography

Debbie Moffe
2nd Year
Business

I

Mike Van

Jayne Swanton
3rd Year

Oorschot

Communications
I

Mike Tanner
4th Year

Business

John Wilson
2nd Year
Business

2nd Year
Business

